CARIN Blue Button® IG

JIRA Ticket Review
CARIN BB - Block-Vote-7

Block-Vote-7

**FHIR-33202** - Use the actual ADA tooth identifying code system instead of the CARIN version  
*Persuasive with Mod. – Change to HTA identified CodeSystem*

**FHIR-34223** - Remove version number from meta.profile requirement  
*Not Persuasive with Mod – Change to Invariant requiring the first 2 digits with 2 dots to match major and minor version (not patch)*

**FHIR-35212** - Update CPCDS figures with the information for the new Oral EOB profile.  
*Persuasive – Update with changes to profile slicing and new Oral CodeSystems/ValueSets*

**FHIR-35313** - Harmonize CARIN BB and PCT FHIR data element mapping and Value Sets  
*Persuasive with Mod. – Several cited changes in model and codes. Considering THO changes in the future*

**FHIR-35889** - careTeamqualification invariant in Outpatient Profile Needs to be fixed  
*Persuasive with Mod. – Update invariant to address the issue appropriately*

**FHIR-36676** - Change cardinality of meta.lastUpdated of supportive resources to allow them to be contained  
*Persuasive with Mod – Change Practitioner and Organization Profiles meta.lastUpdated to only be 0..1 MS and a note saying require if not Contained.*
CARIN BB - Block-Vote-7

**Block-Vote-7**

**FHIR-36753** - VS CARC & RARCs needs to include NCPDP Error Codes also

*Not Persuasive – Only using NCPDP reject codes for Pharmacy EoB*

**FHIR-37479** - Denote breaking changes in the Change Notes

*Persuasive – To change notes page, mark those as substantive non compatible*

**FHIR-37740** - EOB.payee needs additional Referenced Resource type

*Persuasive – Add relatedPerson Profile matching US Core R5 constraints for Payee party reference*

**FHIR-37823** - Change the definition of naiccode

*Persuasive – Change the code definition to be more descriptive and align with Da Vinci PCT*

**FHIR-37830** - Add a note to already existing IG defined code systems that the url is subject to change in the future

*Persuasive*